
 
 
 

EMILIE ULLERUP AND CLAYTON JAMES STAR IN 
‘ROMANCING THE BIRTHDAY GIRL,’ 

A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING JANUARY 22, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL 
 

Part of the Network’s “New Year New Movies” Programming Event 
 

STUDIO CITY, CA – December 8, 2021 – Emilie Ullerup (“Nature of Love,” “Chesapeake 
Shores”) and Clayton James (“Superman and Lois,” “When Calls the Heart”) star in “Romancing 
the Birthday Girl,” a new, original movie premiering Saturday, January 22 (8 p.m. ET/PT), 
on Hallmark Channel as part of the network’s annual “New Year New Movies” programming event. 

It’s Taylor’s (Ullerup) 30th birthday and so far, it’s like any other day – which is just how 
she likes it – starting with an anti-anxiety exercise as she heads into work as the sole proprietor 
of Space to Live, a store that offers everything for organizational needs.  The only thing different 
seems to be Josh (James), the cute single dad and new neighbor, who has moved in across the 
street and seems to be an unorganized mess.  When Taylor is gifted with a map, her uneventful 
birthday turns into a life-altering event when the map leads her to a buried time capsule.  With 
the help of her dad (Richard Jones, “Five Star Christmas”), Taylor opens the time capsule and 
discovers her late mother has left her six numbered envelopes with instructions to open them 
consecutively over the course of six weeks.  Each contains a challenge for Taylor to complete that 
were designed by her mother to help face her anxieties her mother knew that would hold her 
back.  Helping push Taylor to conquer her anxieties, Josh also harbors fears of his own – that he 
isn’t enough for his daughter – but what he didn’t bargain for are his feelings for Taylor, as he’s 
pulled into the excitement of the challenges.  With each challenge she completes, Taylor expands 
her horizons and is given the nudge she needs in life to help her open her mind to the possibility 
of love. 

“Romancing the Birthday Girl” is from Eros Productions, Inc in association with Johnson 
Production Group.  Timothy O. Johnson serves as executive producer.  Joseph Wilka serves as 
co-executive producer.  Oliver De Caigny serves as supervising producer.  Christie Will directed 
from a story by Barbara Kymlicka.  Music is by Mary Ancheta. 
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